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PITCMIJG AND HBAVING MOTIONS OF A SHIP

IN REGULAR WAVES 1

by

B. V. Korin-Kroukvsky Member

and

Winnifred R. Jacobs 3 , Visitor

mEZ T 659 22 May 1957

Issue of this advance copy is on the express understanding that no

publication, either of the whelvb or i• abstract, will be made until after

the paper is mads available for discussion i canmection with the Awa1

Meeting of the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engixers in

S•Nvemier 1957
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the waves. The theory is found to fail only for a sailing yacht cha-

racterized by large slopes of sides at the LWL throughout its length

and by a pronounced bov overhang.

A discussion is given of the usefalness of the theoretically

computed responses to regular waves in predicting ship motions it,

irregular sea and a 3atisfactory agreement is shown for the destroyer

model between the statistical averages of heaving Lnd pitcling ampli-'

tudes of motion obtained in this way and those obtained experimentally,

INTRODUCTION

In a papor written for the November 1955 meeting of the Society

of Naval Architects and Marine Engirners, the first author presented

a theory of the heaving and pitching motions of a ship in regular head

or following seas. That paper added one more chapter to the historic

development which was started by Kriloff (1896, 1898)4, and which

received a strong impetus in recent years from the work: of Weinblum

and S-. Denis (1950), St. Denis (1951) and Korvin-Kroukovsky and

Lewis (1955). The particular advances made by the first author in his

1955 paper were consideration of heave-pitch coupling and a theoretical

4•he Bibliography at the end of the paper is arranged alphabetically
by authors' nasm., with the date of publication given in parnthesis.,
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calculation of the exciting forces exerted on a ship by waves the

results of which were in satisfactory agreement with experimental

measurements. The calculation took into account the interaction bet-

ween ship and wave which is neglected in the heretofore universally

applied "Froude-Kri:Loff hypothesis".

The motions of two ship models computed on the basis of the thory

were compared with the motions measured in a towing tank. A reasonably

good agreement in the amplitudes of pitching and heaving was demonstra-

ted, but there was a large systematic error in the phase irlationships.

In the 1955 paper a "strip" method of analysis was used, not only

because of its mathematical simplicity, but also because by this method

the diotribution of hydrodynamic loads along the hull could be obtained.

This distribution combined with the distribution of inertial loads re-

sulting from the ship motions can be directly applied to the analytical

calculation of bundL•g moments ,,-ig on a ship structure in waves.

Since publication of that paper, the second author has been engaged in

5evaluating ship bending moments on this basis for comparison with ex-

perimental results. It was found in the process that bending moment

5 UJnder the auspices of Panel S-3 of the Hull Structure Coluittee and
Panel H-7 of the Hydrodynamics Committee of the Society of Naval
Irchitects and Marine Engineers.
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calculations require a much greater precision than calculations of

motions, and that the theoretical method which gave reasonablý good

amplitudes of motion was not yet adequate for the calculation of bend-

ing moments.

In the course of re-examination of the original method occasioned

by this difficulty, several errors and omissions were discovered and

rectified. Most important has been the realization that the velocity-

dependent (or damping) terms of the equations of motion consist not

only of energy dissipative parts but of dynamic non-dissipative parts

as well. The existence of the latter had been demonstrated by Haskind

(1946) and Hlavelock (1955), but not sufficient attention had been paid

to their studies, perhaps because of the difficulty in following the

mathematics of the first and because of the relatively recent appear-

ance of the second.

Introduction of the necessary corrections has improved the rqorr1-

lation between the calculated and experimental anplitudes of motion

and has resulted in a generally good correlation of the phase relatiQn-

ships. Furthermore, confidence in the method has increased with more

extended application from the two models studied in 1955 to a total of

eight models of widely diffprent types at present. The pitching and

heaving motions of these models in regular waves have been experimentaiiy
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measured 6 and analytically calculated, and the results are described

in this paper.

In his paper of 1955 the first author emphasized that his objective

was to place in the hands of naval architects a working tool to use in

the process of developing better ship forms. It is the aim of the present

paper to present an improved tool and a broader basis for appraisal of

its success in application.

THE PATTERN OF SEAKPING ESEARCH

Before proceeding with a detailed analysis of ship motions in re-

I gular head seas, it may be advisable to demonstrate how this particx:!ar

subject fits into the general pattern of research into the seakeeping

qualities of ships. The complete picture would require an investigation

of ship motions in all six modes - surge, sway, heave, -z.l., pitch and

yaw - in realistic complex seas of any direction. Such a complete in-

vestigation has not yet been made, but as a firzt step the simpler pro-

blem of ship motirns in head or following seas has been tackled by

several writers, beginning with xriloff (1696). A further simplifica-

tion has been to assume regular seas, so that side sway, rolling7 and

6 The authors are indebted to Prof. Edward V. Lewis, Mr. Edward Numata
and Mr. John Dalzell for all experimental data.

Grim (1952) shows that at certain speeds in a following sea rollirn
instability develops despite all symmetry.
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yawing notions are eliminated and only surging, heaving ard pitching

motions remain. Of these, surging appears to have little effect on

heaving and pitching, so that it is sufficient to consider t7. notions

in these two modes. Only in certain aspects of towing-tank testing tec-

nique has surging appeared to be important (Vedeler, 1955, Sibul, 1956,

and Reiss, 1956).

Formerly the response of a ship to reg-lar waves was thought of

as an approximation to the actual behavior ;t sea. Since the publica-

tion of papers by St. Denis and Pierson (1953) and by Fuchs and McCamy

(1953), and the subsequent work of Korvin-troukovsky and Lewis (1955),

Lewis (1955), Lewis and Numata (1957), Cartwright and Rydill (1957) and

Cartwright (1957), the point of view has changed. ObtaLing the res-

ponse of a riip to regular waves is no longer considered as an end in

itself, but rather as the end result of the hydro-mechanical phase of

the broader problem, which is to be followed by a stati . al phase in

order to obtain the response to realistic complex (or ';egular) seas.

It should be emphasized that the ship properties Msch as shape and mass

distribution are considered only in the hydro-mechaniical phase; the

statistical phase is a strictly mathematical treatment of t= resuits

obtained in the first. The results of the ffirst phase are required

only to be in the form of a plot of amplitudes or.' pitch and heave per
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unit wave height versus frequency of encounter. 7arious methocýs of

man-dimensional plotting proposed and used from time to tim •ave Ittle

usefulness in this connection.

T ship respoonse to regular waves can be meas-=-e in a toaing

tak .... ~g " reference to theory. Eovwe'er, exeri-mental data do

wot bring out readily the significance of the various ph7ysical proper-

ties of a ship. It is necessary -o develoz a reasonaably cc~rehers-ive

t.heory in order to gain an uderstanding of thp effects of t-hese pro-

perties on the motions of a ship. Such a theory would also proride a

basis for J-uting the experimental data. There are. =ay pitfanls in

towing tank testing of ship models in warves which can be avoided -.hn

know-ing what to expect on theoretical grotznds.

The theoretical approach to the p.)oole= of ship responses to

regular waves has taken two general directiozs. One is to u=certake

the complete problem of a body oscIllating in waves at once, i. e. to

include initially in the equations of motion the dyratLes of the body

m-d the lhyodynamics of a fltidi with a free su-f ace. ?robably the

most complete study of this kimr is that of Haszind _.h9LA), w-lch naz

been made accessible to Engiish-sj-ak:Tn readers by Dr. dehausen's

translation (under the auspices of the H-z Pa;ei of the Society of

Naval Archdtects and Marine Engineers). These st-.'dies have been

I
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valuable in providing guidance to the simpler approaches, but their

mathematic&l difficulty ad the need for extensive calculations to

bring out the final results prevent their being used directly by naval

architects. The other, simpler, approach has been taken by Kriloff

(1896, 1898), Weinblum and St. Denis (1950) and St. Denis (1951). Here

the differential equations of motion are written on the basis of the

dynamics of rigid bodies and various coefficients are independently

and individually evaluated by hydrodynamic considerations. They are

usually derived by analogy with a fully submerged body and the effects

of a free water surface are allowed for by separate considerations.

Specialized investigations of virtual masses and damping such as those

by Holstein (1936, 1937 a,b), Havelock (1942), Ursell (1949, 1953, 1954.),

and Grim (1953) are available, and while these studies are by no mans

uninvolved the results are presented in simple form and can be readily

included in the solution of the equations of motion. With th-s sup-

porting literatmue the simpler theoretical approach has become more and

more realistic.

The present paper follows this simpler approach. Its immediate

objective is the calculation of ship responses to regular head or fol-

lowing oeas, with the expectation that this material can then be statis-

tically treated to permit prediction of ship behavior in a realistic
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irregular sea. In addition it is desired to provide a method that can

be readily extended to the calculation of ship bending moments.

TE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Neglecting the surging, the equations representing the equilibrium

of forces and moments acting on a ship moving in regular head or follow-

ing seas can be written in the form

m z + c z Hi

m

where m is the mass o•* the ship itself and J is its noment of

inertia; z is the heaving displacement and 9 the angular displace-

ment in pitch; c - C are the unit restoring force and moment

respectively dile to c in the buoyant forces arising from the

deviation of a ship from its attitude of normal flotation; Hf is

the force and H the moment about the center of gravity of a ship duem

to water pressures generated in the flow by the action of the wave as

well as by the ship's own oscillations. Thase forces and moments are

computed in the Appendix, and are3 found to be expressible by polyno-

mials the terms of which are divided into those corresponding to the

ship's oscillation in smooth water and those corresponding to direct

wave action on a restrained 3hip. When the terns of the first kind are
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transferred to the L.H. side of Equations (1), the equations take the

form
00 Z ++e + iu t•

a z +bz + c z +d 0+e d +g@0 Pe
(2)

J& +B + C 9+ D' + E, +Gz Mei

The complete expressions for the coefficieut6 on the L.H. side are

given in the Appendix by Equations (42). The terms on the R.H. sides

of Equations (2) are known as the exciting force and moment. They are

given in complex form in order to facilitate the algebraic work of the

solution and it :As understood that only the real part of the exponential

on the R.H. side ef Equations (2) is to be taken. In this form

F F eic and the real part of F ei)t . F0 cos (uQ t +.),

M e i't and the real par+t of^ U t . V o_ ('.t + .
o o

Here F and M are respectively the amplitudes of heaving force and

0 0

pitching moment caused by waves, as computed by Equations (26) and (27)

in the Appendix; Or and I are the phase angles at which the maxima of the

force and moment occur (positive angles are leads, negative angles are

lags). ( or Z is zero if the maximum occurs at the instant when the wave

crest is amidships. The harmonic oscillation of force and moment is

given by the factor exp(itt) in Equations (2), where LA), written for

brevity in place of ) e, is the frequency of wave encounter. The terms

in 0 in thei first and in z in the second of Equations (2) reepreaent



the interaction between heaving and pitching motions. These terms are

usually referred to as "cross-coupling terms".

It is assumed that the ship is moving in a uniform sea, and that

a steady state of heaving and pitching is established. In such a case,

the transient responses have been damped out, and only a particular

solution of Equations (2) is required. Since the exciting functions

are assumed to be harmonic, the solution is likewise harmonic, i. e.

of the form

z = Z e iut and e = 4 ei"t (4)

Sand § are complex amplitudes

= Z eis and I - 0 eiE
0 0

where Z is the absolute value of the heaving amplitude, 0 that of
o o

pitching. and -S 5,nud -e are the phase lags of ship motion relative

to (A +t.

The solution of Equations (2) is readily obtained as

- - S (5)Z -QR -P S(5

- FR-•'(

Q QR-PS (6)

where the capital letters represent the groupings of the coefficients

of Equations (2) as followss



P -a LZ2 + i bu)+ c

d u*-d 2 + i e U)÷ g )

R-6~9

R -DauL + i )+ G

2S =-A LA + i B Uý+ C

oere the "cross-coupling" coefficients of Equations (2) set equal to

zero, i.e. d - e - g - D - E - G - O, the two equations would reý resent

two simple harmonic oscillators in forced motion, and Equations ( a) and

(w) •'ould take the familiar form of "magnification factor".

THE SHIP MODELS USED FOR CCKPUTATI01S AND EXPER2'1,5

The heaving and pitching motions in regular head seas have been

Salen-lated from Equations (5), (6) and (7) above for eight ship models

of different forms. The properties of these models are given in Table 1

and the body plans in Figs. 1 to 5. These hulls are currently subjects

of research at the Experimental Towing Tank of Stevens Institute of

Technology for various proj,.zt:, sponsored severally by the David Taylor

M-ýcdel Basin, the Office of Naval Research, and the Society of Aaval

Architects and Marine Engineers. This collection of models does not

therefore represent a series developed for a particular purpose; it

includes a wide range of ship forms and displace=ent-length ratios,.

-hese forms may, however, be considered in groups of two or three having

ze rtair. resemblances and differences,
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Model 12,45 is the Series 60, 0.60 block coefficient fdrm and Model

1616 is an experimental modification of it bry & V. Lewis (1955) which

has the sw dimensions and the same arterbody but an extreme V-type

forebody (Fig. 1). nhese two models were investigated by Korrin-Kroukorsky

in his 1955 paper but have been submitted to re-analysis by the corrected

and improved procedure given in the present paper. The newly-computed

values of all the coefficients for wave length ) equal to ship length

L, X/L 1, are listed in Tables 2 and 3, which replace Tables 4 and 6

of the earlier paper, and the new curves of B, b, e2 and E2 versus

frequency and of C and g versus forward speed are shown in Figs. I

and 7 which replace Figs. 1 to 4 in the earlier paper. The calculated

and exnerinpntally V 1mRS1rIri rtYPRwt- of _ rw~ v~uw f +%r^

lengths, X/L - 1 and 1.5, are shown in Fig. 8 which replaces Figs. 5

to 8 in the earlier paper.

Model ILU is the T-2 Tanker (Fig. 2) which has been the subject

of many experiment-i eonducted by E. V. Lewis (19-54) in connection with

the measurement of bending moments (under the sponsorship of the S-3

Panel of the Society of Nival Architects and Martine Engineers). The

calculated and experimentally measured motions for 1/ - I ar shown

in Fig. 9.
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Model 1723 is the destroyer MD692 (Levis and Dalsell, 1957) of

displacement-length ratio 60 (Fig. 3). The results of cmputatiow and

towing tank tests for four different wave lengths are shown in Fig. 10.

Model 1699A (Fig. h) is the German fishing trwler "Stralsundw,

described by Captain W. Mdckel (1953) as possessing particularly good

seagoing qualities. It is a short stubby hull of displacement-length

ratio 204. Model 1699C has the same section forms as the trawler but

spaced wider apart and dimensioned to give the low displacement-length

ratio of 60 like the destroyer. Fig. Ii shows the calculated and ex-

perinentally measured motions of 1699A and 169% in waves of two lengths,

X/L = I and 1.25. Attention should be called to -'= diffezct s-Le%

scales on the L.H. and R.H. sides of Fig. 11.

Model 1699B (Fig. 5) is the British cruising yacht "Brmbling",

also reputed to have excellent sea-going characteristics (Fox, 1938).

With a displacement-length ratio of 370, it is the stubbiest model cf

the grmup investigated. The lengthened counterpart of the yacht,

Model 1699D, has the sam section forms spaced wider apart and a (is-

placement-length ratio of 60 like the destroyer and the lengthened

t-r- er. Fig. 12 compares the calctlated and experimentally measured



motions of 169-9B and 1699D in vwavs of -,w lengtts, IL/L - ad

X/L - .25. (Niote difference in s-peed scales on. L.H. amd~E siwes

of thiis figure.)

Since such small vessels as traile. er and -,rschts zres7-_ cceece in

op~erating efficiently in ann open ocean., it vas thotz±hft -,b-zt t-bir fcr=~

say hare some partic-1aazy cdesizable feat--res vorth e~aig

E. . Lc-is 'k:95c) andNm~ata and I~viz "-OC7) ~r - atg~

of. a 2.oii disnl.acezent-lenFgtt ratio so -.be h~ igh rz - - I acememnt-]Lýzt b

rat-'a of these saWX sl"im mmears to :e a tis ac.'-:e rezzo= for t

sewiorthimess of tbeso. hills mt lie, then. in their feetoeaZr-9. amd

7he destz'over O(-odel 17,23), the lengtheme t~ravler ',zcel 169'?C)

and tbe lengtbene ywt (Moc 1 699D) ca= ze cczaed for -: eff-ect.

of section forn at t.ý: 3ai lov displaceaent-ler~gth ratio, of 60O. !"

effect of section form is also sbmvn = ig. 3 Iby zoaxparxison of Maodel

Sthe Series 50 hm22, mnd Model :_ýa6. ýbdeII 1.l6 has t,-. sm

sectional area c--rve an tb saw aterb-od.- -s Mode Thi !11:5-t its !ore

xxyis nodi-fiedi to hzre ext3.ene secti.ons, nore or- less like a Xaier

7he effect 3fret reducimý. the - ~
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i. e. of stretching the models, while keeping the same section firms

can be seen by comparison of the original and the lengthened versions

of the trawler and the yacht on Figs. 11 and 12.

CORRELATION OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Excellent agreement between analytically calculated and experiment-

ally measured results is found on Fig. 10 which depicts the responses of

the destroyer (Model 1723) to waves of four lengths, XA/L - 1, 1.25, 1.5

and 2, which cover the most important operational range, It should be

noted that of the eight this model comes closest to being "vall-sided"

at the LWL, and in this sense conforms closely to tAV- --- tlons made

in the theoretical derivations of the Appendix as well as in th• ammort-

ing literature on damping.

Next in degree of correlation co Lae Series 60 hull (Model 1445),

Fig. 8, and the T-2 tanker (Model 1444), Fig. 9. Here, too, the agree-

ment is excellent between the calculated and experimentally measured

pitching motions and A.iase relationships. However, there is a signifi-

cant overestimation of the heaving motions at and near sy-chronism, for

both models, and, while the calculated phase lags in heave are close to

the measured lags for Model 1445, for Model 14i4 there is some discre-

pancy at speeds higher thua 2 ft/sec. Both of these models have U sections
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forward, where they deviate little from the assumption of wall-sidedness.

Pronounced slopes of the tangents to the section form' at the LWL occur

only at the stern where the relative ship-water motions are generally

smaller and the effect of section form is less important.

The calculated and observed amplituades of motion for Model 1616

(lower half of Fig. 8) agree very well at X/L = 1, but at X/L = 1.5

there is a significant error in the estimate of pitching amplitude. The

phase relationships show good correlation in pitch but not in heave.

This model, with its extreme V sections at the bow, has, of conse, a

pronounced slope of the tangents to the sections at the IML, deviating

in this respect from the assumptions of the theory.

In the case of the lengthened trawler Model 1699C (right hand of

Fig. 11), there is on the average a very good agreement between the

calculated and test results, but the calculations underestimate the

pitching amplitudes ar.d eo not show the exaggerated narrc. peak in

heaving at synchronism. The calculated phase relationships agree very

well with the test results. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the slopes of

the tangents to the bow s'rctions are more moderate for the trawler than

for the U-bow Model 1616 but greater than for Y:.Iel 4L5.

The original trawler Model 1699A combines these section character-

istics with the high displacement-length ratio of 2C'14. The experimental
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and calculated motions agree quite well at X/L = 1, but there are large

discrepancies in the pitching auplitudes and phase lags at /L - 1.25.

The agreement in heave amplitudes and phases at the latter waves length

is excellent.

The only models for which the computation mmt~hod fails completely

are the yachts, both the original Model 1699B and the lengthened Model

1"99D. These hulls have not only large slopes of the tangents to the

sections at the LWL at bow and stern, but also appreciable slope at

midship section and, in addition, a large bow owrhang and a cutwMay

forefoot. These deviaticas from the assumptions of the present theory

of ship motions appear sufficient to mutilate computed results.

Tt w&v expected that estimates of the motions of t,-c original

yacht would be poor not only because of the slopes of the sides at the

LWL and the large overhang but also because of its stubbizess. This

model was included in the analysis in an attempt to establish the limits

of the applicability of the theory. However, the failure in the case of

the lengthened yacht with a low displacement-length ratio of 60 is illu-

minating. It indicates that the section slopes and the end overhang

have much greater veight in the calculations than the displacement-

length ratio. Tb. relatively small importance of the latter could have

been inferred frcm Vosser's (1956) calculations of three-dimensional
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damping forces for three length-beam ratios, as shown in Fig. 17, and

from the comparison by Korvin-Kroukovsky (1955a) of his inertial force

calculations for a spheroid of length-diameter ratio 5 with Kavelock's

for an infinitely long spheroid.

To sumarize, there is excellent agreement between the calculated

and experimentally measured ship motions in the case of a destroyer,

and a generally satisfactory agreement in the case of normal ship forms.

Only in the case of a yacht is the cm~putation method completely in-

adequate.

In the discussion above the autlrs have purposely refrained from

mentioning non-linearity. Certainly the slopes of the hull surface at

the LWL indicate a strong non-linearity in the restoring forces and th•

corresponding cross-coupling terms, i. e. in the coefficients c, 0, g

and G of tle equations of motion. However it is not certain whether

it is this non-linprrity or the inexactsess of the virtual mass and

damping coefficients which is responsible for the discrepancies between

the calcul2'ted and the observed motions. Attention should be called to

the fact that although the forms for which Grim has derived the damping

forces include what appei.r to be extreme V sections, these sections

hawe a sharp turn of the bilge and are '.angent to a vertical at the

LWL, whereas the bow sections of a Maier form or of the yacht discussed
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above have large slopes at the UL and so may well have quite different

damping properties. Unfortunately neither theoretical nor experimental

information on such sections is available. Information available on

wide V sections used in speed boats and in seaplane hulls has been derived

for very high Froude numbers, at which the Lorce of gravity can be ne-

glected in comparison with acceleration forces, and is not valid for the

range of Froude numbers found in ship operation.

TEE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CHARAXERISTIC PROPERTIES OF SHIP FORM

As a result of all investigations made so far, the effectz of

certain properties of ship forms have become established. The natural

pitching or heaving period of a ship oscillating in smooth water becomes

somewhat modified in coupled motion, but anverthe'ess remains a most

important criterion. The shorter tle natural pe-iod, the higher the

frequency of wavo encounter ct synchronism, and therefore the higher

the ship E ced for synchry.idsm in waves of any given length. The waves

causing lzrge chip motionw are equal to or longer than ship length, and

E. V. Lewis (1955) has shmin that the limiting snip speed in rough wea-

ther therefore ½•cieases with ship length. This effect i3 clearly shown

on Figs. 11 and 12 by a comparison of the original and lengthened modals

8
of the trawler and the yacht

Note that the speed s'cales are different for the original and length-
ened hulls.
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"-•owever, a naval architect will arrive at a certain ship length

and a certain displacement-length ratio by many considerations other

than seakeeping anility. Whatever the dimensions chosen, it is desi:-

able to see what improvement in seakeeping can be obtained by select-

ing a suitable ship form. Evidently the most im;>ortant characteristic

here is the d_•mping. The theoretical work of Holstein (1936, 1937a,

1937b), Havelock (1942) and Grim (1953) shows that da.ing increases

rapidly with decrease of the mean draft of a ship section. Yet avoid-

ance of bow emergence and slaxing dictates a large actual draft. Both

conditions lead to the requirement of a low section coefficient,

usually associated with a V form, or at least with a large deadri-se of
the ship bottom9. T-hs is indeed a characteristic of the small ships

orerating in high seas, the yachts, fishing trawlers and coast-grard

cutters.

These principles are well illistrated by the romparison on Fig. 8

of the Series 60 Model 1U5 with its modified V-bow version, Model 1616.

The larger beams of the bow sections of Model 1616 increase the moment

T he advantage of a low section z-±iflcient in reducing the maplitude
of heaving motion in waves is vividly demonstrated Ln the recent theore-
tical work of Grim (1957). Of two sections having draft equal to half-
beam, the one with section coefficient of 0.555 is shown to oscillate
with a magnification factor close to unity through a wide range of fre-
quencies, while. the one with section coefficient of 1.015 has a magni-
.ication factor of 3 at a sharp synchronous peak.
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of inertia of the waterplane and this results in a higher ship speed

for synchronism. The smaller mean drafts of the V sections increase

the damping forces and thereby markedly decrease the amplitudes of

pitching and heaving.

The advantages of the trawler and yacht section forms over those

of a conventional ship like the Series 60 lie largely in the increased

damping due tc smaller section coefficients. There is rather little

difference in the behavior of the destroyer (Model 1723) and the length-

ened trawler and yacht (Models 1699C and 1699Df), which were made to match

the displacement-length ratio of the destroyer, because the destroyer

also has t:i desirable low section coefficients. Indeed the very low

mesa draft of the stern sections of the deestroyer givos it somewhat

heavier damping and slightly lower amplitudes of motion.

This advantage of the destroyer over the lengthened trawler is

offset in part by the fact noted during the model tests (Numata and

Lewis, 1957) thit the destroyer frequently shipped water more heavily.

It appears that concentration of heavy ds.ping at the stern is not as

desirable as a more unixorm distribution of damping between bow and

stern. This conclusion is in agreement with the often-expressed opinion

that "Pouble-endedO boats are preferable for good seakeeping qualities,

and in fact trawlers, and f~ihing boats in general, show a distinct trend
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in this directiorn

The beneficial effect on the beha•Tior of a hull resulting from a

low section cteffirient with its corollary a large damping coefficient

is quite evident qualitatively from the familiar definition of "ali-

fication factor , i. e. the solution of the simple uncoupled equations

of motion. It is impossible, however, to judge tba effects of the c.oss-

coupling coefficients by inspection of the coupled equations of motion

or their solution. Experimentally also these effects are difficult to

trace because of the nuaber of different m.odels required and the tedious-

ness of towing-tank testing. So far all analytical efforts have been

expended in d&veloping a theory of ship motion and in demonstrating its

validity. Until recently the theory was not good enough to warrant te

series of calculations necessary to bring out the ini'luence of the cross-

coupling coefficients; but mov it appears that at least for ship forms

not deviating too much from conventional ones the theory is sufficiently

rolIi~b@ to m~k oiui' p~ptki wor~Iwhilp, A Popt ok @o~sis

of systematic changes of form leading to changes of cross-coupling coef-

ficients could be easily or7maized and carried out economically on many

of the currently available computing marlcinms.
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PREDICTION OF MOTIONS IN IPEGULAR SEAS

FRCU4 THE CALCULALED RESPONSES

As stated earlier, the ship responses to regular waves do not

indicate directly the behavior in irregular waves. However, a statis-

tical treatment of these responses in combination with the spectrum of

sea waves can give results which are significant fr the ship motion

in the realistic sea. The technique of this process was first described

by St. Denis and Pierson (1953) and it was applied to model tests by

E. V. Lewis (1955). A simple exposition was presented by Korvin-Kroukovsky

(1956, 1957). In this process the square of the amplitude of ship motion

per unit wave height, for a given wave length at a particular speed (i.e.

fLr a given frequency of encounter),is multiplied by the ordinate of the

sea spectrum (corrected to that ship speed) at the same frequency of

encounter. These products plotted against frequencies of encounter

(resulting from a range of wave lengths at a particular speed) form the

spectrum of the ship motions at that speed. Since the ship motions in

an irregular sea are also irregular, varying continuously in amplitude

and period, they can only be described statistically, as for instance

by mean amplitude, mean of the 1/3 highest amplitudes, or mean of the

1A0 highest amplitudes. The last figure is often taken as the probable

near-maximum. These means were derived by Longtiet-Higgins (1952) as

multiples of the square root of the area E under the response spectrum
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curve: the mean amplitude is equal to .88 rE, the mean of the 1/3

highest is equal to 1.h41 , ard the mean of the 1/10 highest is equal

to 1.8 rE. These factors are applicable to the typical spectra of

ocean waves as well as to the ship mot.ions in them.

As an illustration of the above, pitch and heave spectra were

predicted for the destroyer model No. 1723 from the calculated respon-

ses to regular waves of eight lengths at two ship speeds. The squares

of the computed responses were divided by the square of the wave height

and the quotients were multiplied by the ordinates of the 2rregular wave

spectrum derived from analysis of the waves in the towing-tank tests,

thus yielding motion spectra. These spectra were compared with the

spectra obtained experAmentally by Prof. E. V. Lewis and his associatcs

at the Experimental Towing Tank of Stevens Institute of Technology

(Lewis and Dalzell, 1957) who used two different methods: first, the

spectra were obtained directly by statistical analysis of iM-•lzi

model motions, and second, thm spectra were computed from experimentally

measured responses to a series of regular waves. A comparison of the

v•-usspectma is given in Fig. 13, where the solid lines represent the

spectra resulting from the statistical analysis of ti£ oxperimental.

records of ship motions in irregular waves, the dash lines the spectra

computed from the experimental responses to regular waves, and the
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crosses the spectra predicted by the methods of the present paper.

It should be emphasized that the shape of the spectrum curve has

no significance for the amplitude of ship motion. Components of all

frequencies exist simultaneously and only the area of the spectrum, Z,

is significant. Means of the 10% highest amplitudes, cor-puted from

the areas under the spectra, are given in Table 4. The amplitudes of

heaving motion obtained by the three different methods are in excel-

lent agreement. The pitch amplitudes computed from responses to

regular waves are slightly smaller than those resulting directly from

a statistical analysis of the irregular model motions. On the average

there seems to be no important difference between the amplitudes com-

puted from the experimental and those computed from the theoreetc'-l

responses to regular waves (second and third lines of Table 4); at

zere speed the theoretically computed values are near, Uie statis-

tically derived ones, at 2.53 ft./sec. the values based on experiments

in regular waves are closer by about 5%. The deviations are well with-

in the accuracy of the calculation procedure. Since there is always a

rather large statistical uncertainty in evaluating sea spectra, further

improving the accuracy of the calculation of responses to regular waves

would have little meaning. It is only important to look for ways to

correct consistent discrepancies or a trend contrary to reality.
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The discussion so far has been limited to amplitudes of motion.

These are readily obtainable by both experimental and thaoretical methods

in use at present but they are not i'portant just by themselves. Other

phenomena may be more decisive in qualifying the seakindliness of ships.

The accelerations, which for a given frequency are proportional to the

amplitudes, are more important for passenger and transport ships since

there is a direct connection between accelerations and sea-sickness

(Geller, 1940t, and Shaw, 1954). On fishing trawlers the accelerations

impose hardships on the crew at work (Mdckel; 1953)t On modern cargo

ships, with crew accommodations not far from amidships, the accelera-

tions in pitch and heavR are of minor importance except for the structure

supporting the cargo in th. lower decks in No. 1 hold. The critical

'onditions limiting the operation of these ships appear to be shipping

of water and slamming, the latter mostly in the light condition. These

conditions probably also limit the operations s, such naval ships as

destroyers.

The statistical treatment of the azcelerations is Wimilar to that

of the amplitudes of the motions. The iertical acceleration at the

bow, for example, can bc darivad analytically from the computed motions

by the forula 0 2S, where a is the amplitude of vertical acce-

leration, s is the amplitude of vertical cdsplacement obtained by
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combining the heaving and pitching motions in the correct phase, and

W is the frequency of encounter. Acceleration spectra can be obtained

and from these the mean amplitudes, the mean of the I/10 highest ampli-

tudes, etc., in irregular waves.

E. V. Lewis (1955) has shown how, by superposition of the path of

the ship's bow on the regular wave profile, the bow submergence or

emergence can be evaluated for each wave length and ship speed. If

these values are treated statistically by the method outlined above

for amplitudes of motion, the frequency of deck submergence or fore-

foot emergence in an irregular sea can be estimated. The frequencies

thus obtained in one case were found to -ree -ell with observations

in a towing tank irregular wave test. Since the ship motionz dA d ..

analytically here for hulls of normal form are close to the model test

data, the calculated motions can be ueed instead of model tests to pre-

dict bow submergence, hence shipping of water, and frequency of forefoot

emergence, which would qualitatively indicate likelihood of slamming.

It is well known, however, that out of a number of forefoot emer-

gences only a few result in slamming. In order to predict quantitatively

the frequency of slamming a more elaborate statistical treatment of either

experimental or calculated responses to regular waves is needed. The

probability must be found of the joint occurrence of forefoot emergence,
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a high descending velocity of the bow and approximate tangýncy of the

keel to the water surface at the instant of impact. A beginning has

been made in the work of L. J. Tick (1954) where the probability of

the joint occurrence of two of the conditions, forefoot emergence and

high descending velocity, was investigated.

It is believed that the phase relationships are of greatest

importance in this ccrnsction. Sea captains and other observers are

aware of the difference small changes of speed make in the shipping of

water and slaimming. With propeller R.P.M. on a typical cargo ship re-

duced to say 75 in mildly adverse conditions, the change of 5

often makes the difference between acceptable and unsatisfactory ship

bahavior. T-A••--rtotion in tii ck,,

and the change in ship behavio.. appears to be primarily due to change

in phase relationship. At the lower speed the descending ship bow may

settle quietly into the hollow of a wave and at 5 R.P.M. more it may

strike with force the flank of an oncoming wave, causing either slam-

ming or shipping of water or both in succession.

Since the phase relationships in regular wava-s are give~en satis-

factorily by the method of calculation presented here, it can be

expected that this behavior will be predicted correctly. Thus the

stago has been reached at which the significant aspects of ship per-

formance at sea can be predicted by analytical methods.
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CONCLUDING HMARKS

At the conclusion of Korvin-Kroukovsky's 1955 paper, two lines of

research were suggested to improve the theory of s'iip motions 'A regu-

lar waves. These were 1) the solution of non-linear equations of motion

(using numerical methods of computation if necessary) and 2) the expe-

rimental evaluation of the various coefficients of the equations of

motion. The need for such research appeared to be acute since there

was a large systematic error in the analytically cuputed phase lags.

However, ;j has been shown, most of this error was due to omission of

certain dynamic coupling terms. Application of the -.- tad li-ax

theory described in the present paper has yielded generally sat!sfact-ry

estimates of both amplitudes and phase relationships for ships of n.rmal

commercial form. Apparently the deviations of most of thesa ship forna

from the simplifying assumptions of the theory are not large enough to

affect the results seriously.

While the suggested research is no longer critically necessary it

is still desirable. The present theory has failed in application to a

rat'-r unusual ship form (the yacht and its lengthened counterpart)

characterized by sloping sides at the LWL throughout its length and by

a pronounced bow overhang and a cutaway forefoot. Development of the

theory along the lines proposed is absolutely necessary for success in
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estimating the behavior of such hulls and would make the theory more

reliable for ship types like the Maier form and *ha fishing trawlers.

Since publication of the theory of ship notions in irregular seas

by St. Denis and Pierson (1953), a large amount of practical experience

in its application has been accumulated by E. V. Lewis (1955, 1957),

Lewis and Numata (1957), and Lewis and D. Lzell (1957) in connection

with Utding tank experinents, and by CarTwright and Rydill (1957) and

Cartwright (1957) in connection with an actual ship at sea. The vali-

dity and usefulner of this statistical theory have now been fully

established. The theory of notions in regular waves can therefore no

longer be considered by itself alone. It is only a part of the picture,

t,- hydr=- mical pha"e vh±c ei I shes th e f a s 1vis

ntions on its form and mass distribution. The results obtained in

this part, the ship responses to regular waves or 'response factorsw,

are then treated by methods of mathematical statistics in conjunction

with a measured or zassumd spectrum of a realistic irregular sea to

give the realistic ship notions.

These statistical methods assti that the motions vary linearly

with wave height and require that the results of the hydro-mechauical

phase be supplied in 'Inear form as ratios of response to wave height.

The recoendation that solutions of non-linear equations of motion be
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obtained should thus be qualified. What is desired is not a rigorous

solution of a non-linear problem but rather a solution of a substitute

linear problem which would approximate the true solution. Such a pro-

cess of "equivalent linearization" has been used by Golovato (1956) to

take into account the effects of non-linear damping in heave. However,

non-linearities are usually pronounced in both the damping force coef-

ficients and the restoring force coefficients, and the coupling of

heaving and pitohing notions further aggravates the difficulties of

this problem.

It is to be noted, also, that in the statistical method the ship

responses to a number of wave lengths are averaged, so that non-

systematiO errore tend to compensate each other. Because of tUhs, and

the statistical uncertainties in the evaluation of a sea spectrum as

well, there is less need for a high degree of accuracy in estimating

the ship response. The theory of ship motions can thus in its present

state of development be practically useful. The application of the

theory is not limited to amplitudes of motions and accelerations; the

frequency of shipping water can be readily predicted and prediction of

the frequency of slamming is not too far in the future.
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NCHENCLATURE

The following nomenclatuare is used throughout the papers

A, B, C,) - Coefficients of miscellaneous tex- of the Af-ttial
D, E, G ) equations of motions, Equations (2).

a, b, c,) - Coefficients of miscellaneous terms of the differential
•, •, b , equations of motions, Equations (2).

A - Ratio of amplitude of waves made by ship to amplitude

of heaving motion.

a = Amplitude of vertical acceleration at the bow.0

B Beam (local).

b, s - Instantaneous distances of ship bow and stern from the

nodal point of wave as defined in Fig. 14.

c Wave celerity.

E - Area under spectrum.

F + ,-ydrodynamic heaving force.
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F Heaving force inposed on a ship by waves ( eT).
0

g Acceleration of gravity.

Hf = Force due to water pressures generated by waves and

the ship's oscillations.

H - Moment about c.g. due to water pressures generated by

waves and ship's oscillations.

h a Wave amplitude.

J a Longitudinal momnt of inertia of a ship in mass units.

"1' ý2 - Coefficients of Equation (25).

'C2  = Added iass coefficient in two-dimensional vertical flow

about a ship secticn.

j - Correction coefficient for effect of free water surface.

L = Ship length.

M = Hydrodynamic monent.

- Pitching moment imposed on a ship by waves (- M ei).

U- Mass of a ship or of a ship section.

( ) Vertical damping force per unit of body length per foot

per second.

P, Q, H,) - Groupings of coefficients of the differential equations
S of motions defined by Equations (7).
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p= Pressure.

R - Radial distance to a point q in fluid.

r = Local radius of semi-cylindrical body.

S= Sectional area.

s - Amplitude of vertical displacement at the bow.0

t - Time.

u - Horizontal component of orbital velocity of"'water in waves.

V - Ship speed.

v = Vertical velocity.

v - Vertical component of wave orbital velocity.

x - Longitudinal co-ordinate with respect to wave nodal point.

y - Vertical co-ordinate or local half-breadth of UEL plane.

Y - Complex amplitude of heaving motion (= Z e0 ).
0

z - Vertical co-ordinate or heaving displacement.

- Polar co-ordinate.

- Angle between longitudinal tangent to body surface ,nd

x-axis.

6 E = Phase angles of ship motions.

"- Local wave-height co-ordinate.
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g =Angle of pitch.

9 Complex amplitude of pitching motion (G 0 ei• ).

x Wave length.

- Longitudinal co-ordinate with respect to CC.,

9 - Water dersity.

0• -C7 - Phase angles of exciting forces.

S- Velocity potentii.•

or u) = Frequency of wave encounter.

APPE ND IX

EVALUATION OF HYDRODYNAMC FORCES

This Appendix is arranged to follow as closely as possible Appendix I

of t'.I earlier paper (Korvin-Krouloovsky, 1955b) so that the changes made

cen be easily seen. Where sufficient discussion was given in that refer-

ence, the detai '.11 be omitted here.

Formulation of the Problem

Consider a ship moving with a constant forward velocity V (i.e.

neglecting surging motion) with a train of regular waves of celerity c.

Assume the set of coordinate axes fixed in the undisturbed water surface,
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with the origin instanianeously located at the wave nodal point prece-

ding the wave rise, as shown in Fig. 14. With increase in time t the

axes remain fixed in space, so that the water surface rises and falls

in relation to them. This vertical displacement at any instant and at

any distance x is designated y. Imagine two co'ntrol planes spaced

dx apart at a distance x from the origin, and assume that the ship

and water with orbital velocities of wave motion penetrate these control

surfaces. Assume that the perturbation velocities due to the presence

of the body are confined to the two-dimensional flow between control

planes, i.e. neglect the fore-and-aft components of the pe4-burzation

velocities due to the body, as in the "slender body theory" of aero--

dynamics. This form of analysis. also known -; th put ri-, ." mt ?

"cross flow hypothesis*, is thus an approximate one in the sense that

a certain degree of interaction between adjacent sections is neglected.

The cross section of the ship at x will now be taken as semi-

circular; the correction necessary to represent other ship sections

will be introCiced later. Following F.M.Lewis (1929) and Weinblum and

St. Denis (1950), the flow about the semi-submerged body used in the

basic derivation will be ass'ied to be identical with that about ,he

lower half of a fully submerged body. Corrections to account for the

presence of the free water surface will be brought in later.
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In considering the pitching and heaving motios of the body it is

necessary to introduce a second coordinate system noTing with the ship

with its origin at the center cf gravity of the ship. -iu longitmdinal

distamce of any section of the ship from the origin is deiignated

(positive forward). Vertical displaoemit of the C.G. (i.e. the beave)

is designated by z (positive ugards) and angular displacemrnt or

pitching notion is designated by 9 (positive for bow displced pWards).

The vertical displacement of the section at x dne to pitching is then

& G , with 9 in radians, for the relatively small angles encountered.

(It if !-!2c Rts:d that cos 9 -Z 1.)

The two-dLaensional flow pattern betveen the control planes at x

1. Vertical velocity of the center of the circle

v- *_ 9-V9. (5)

2. Vertical component of wave orbital velocity

S2wy -2xhc 2u/ 2T oee 0os3 T(x -ct) (9)

where h is wave amplitde, X is wave length, y - -R oos c,

the depth below the still-water levwol to any point in the Iuid,

a-d '4 - h, sin 2 (x - ct)A.

3. Apparent 'variation of the radius r of the ship section

at the control planes with time; r - r(t).
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All motions are assumed to be sufficiently small so that the deri-

vatives of the potential can be taken on the surface of tha circle as

if its center were at its initial position y - 0, and the known expres-

sion for the potential in a uniform fluid stream can be applied, despite

the slight non-mniformity induced by the waves which are asssc-d to be

small.

The vertical hydrodynanic force acting on the length dx of the

submerged semi-cylinder is given by

n./2
dF = 2 r p cos o dk (10)

where F denotes the vertical force, c is the polar mgjle as defined

4 -n V4 a. I It. o, 1- +i --. -4 4 . .--- -a- -& -- -- - ------- _ý -- -F 0 VjcjU1%

from Bernoulli's equation. Neglecting the squares of s-mall perturbation

velocities

where $ is the velocity potential and ý the mass density.

The velocity potential of the flow about a cylinder due to the

relative vertical velocity (v -v) )is given by

2
v V) - Cos0C.. (12)

The first term of (12) may be considered as the potential due to the

body motion in smooth water, designated Obm'
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r 2

The second term of (12) is the potential due to body-wave inter-

action. Q1 -

2

2z h 2 r d e2RYAcr80 coo-LA(x-ct).- X

The potential due to wave motion alone is Ow0

h 2uyA Co 2(x-c) (15)

The total velocity potential is the sum of Equations (13), (141) and (15),

0 bt* b w (16)

Eaiting Forces

Attention will now be conceatrated on the second and third terms

of Equation (16), the two component parts of the velocity potential

which give the exciting forces due to waves.

hspre sstwe due to Obw is,. from (3a) and (14&)

'6OW 4R2c2hr2(2 R cosm )A 2(

2 r4  2 h c (-2?R cos)A ( -2ct).

On the surface of the body where R r (and since c2  g X/2n),

I
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2 h sin (.ct) r cosoý (e'(-2. r cosoý)A• (7

- (X - ct) c. e (-2n r coscs)A

(In the 1955 paper an error was made in substituting R - r before dif-

ferentiating with respect to time, since r is a function of time.)

The corresponding component of the force due to body-wave interfer-

ence is obtain3d by substitution of (17) in Equation (10):

(dF) -h 2 g n r sin- (x - ct) - R g hr___ os -- (x -ct

zf cos 20 e(-2• r cosc)A d 0

The series expansion of the exponential is

4(-2n r coso)A 2ur C 2Srzcos,2 '

and the integral is evaluated as

it

( cos2k (-2n r coscy)/L n 4 n r 3 n3r2

0

Neglecting cubes and higher powers of the small quantity rA in the

first term and also r2A in the coefficient of the I term,

(d F)I M-2 gh r (,,2r 8 ,2r2 ' i 2n x t
( x2 X it 32X

S( 8n - r) Co. L (X ct) . (18)

The pressure due to the potential of wave motion is,
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from (11) and (15).,

Ow 2 it h c2 s L

At the s=u-face of the body,

p - g h e(-2n r coc )A sin 21 (x -ct). (19)

The corresponding component of the force is obtained by substituting

(19) in (10)t

(d 1) 1n2n' (-2a r cos 0 d)A
='w 2 ýg h r sin-L(xc- ct) os t e

whbre the integral is equal to

n2r 4 i22r

3 X2

Again neglecting cubes and higher powers of r/)k s

S2 2 2
(dx F 2 ~ r(1-~- (20)4 r22 3 2 )sin-z(X-ct).

The first term of Equation (20) is seen to be the displacement

force resulting from the wave rise or fall and the accompanying increase

or decrease of volue. The second and third terms represent a Mditfica-

tion of this force, due to the (approximate) exponential variation of

pressure with depth, and this modification is known as the 'Smith Effect'.

The entire equation represents the force acting under what is usually

referred to as the "Froude-Kriloff Hypothesis". This force which is
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exerted by the waves on the body is reduced by the body-wave interference

eifect indicated by Equation (18); for a semi-cylindrical section at

zero speed this amounts to approximately doubling the "Smith Effect".

Designating by P the angle between the longitudinal tangent to

the body surface and the positive x-axis, the derivative i is evaluated

as d r d& . -V tan • (21)

j dt

(In the 1955 paper the sign was erroneously taken as positive.) With

the substitution of (21), the sum of Equations (18) and (20), which is

the total exciting force, becomes

a F dF dF
dxd xaiw d x br

f 2 222 2p g. h r CI --- ÷ -- r) sin •. (x - ct)

+ V tan 8 R - r cos 2a (x _ ct) (22)
c 2 3 X I

This expression replaces Equation 26 of the 1955 paper. It differs fram

it iý- he sign of the velocity-dependent terms, which are small, and in

the value of the coefficient of the (r tan ?)A term, which is also

small.

Two steps remain to be taken. First, Equation (22) must be general-

ized for ship sections other than semi-circular and second, corrections

must be introduced for free surface effects.
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It is clear that the factor 2V g r h sin 21 (x -ct)' = 2 og r

represents the change in displacement force with wave rise and fall; r

in this case then is to be taken as the half-bed, B/2, at the load water-

line. Next it is noted that when the body-wave interaction is taken into

account the "Smith Effect' on a circular body is doubled. This factor of

2 may be interpreted as (1 k2 ) by analogy with G.I.Taylor's expression

(1928) for the force acting on a body placed in a fluid flow with a velo-

city greeient. Here k2  is the coefficient of accession to inertia in

vertical flow ant! is equal to 1 for a circular section.

With a free water surface and the formation of a standing wave

systef, the value of k2 - 1 for the circular cylinder is mo'4Lfied by

a .faAi-i vi ihs de;ignatea as %. Ursell (19514, and answer to D!)scws-

sion, Korvin-Kroukovsky, 1955b) has cowputed the following valixis of k4

Veva i42r/a (or W /29/P.) for the eir'elar otizMori

u,) 2/2,zk
0

.262 .8i8

.524 .632

.785 .592
1.571 .673
2.094 .738
2G356 .762

.3142 .818
.. 927 .859
)4.712 .883

!n the absence of more complete information it will be assumed that

this table of corrections applies to non-circUlar sections as well.
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From experiments with an oscillator, Golovato (1956). derived the

coefficients of added (virtual) mass in heaving oscillation for a ship

form s~mmetrical fore-and-aft with U-sections almost wall-sided at the

load waterline. Fig. 8 of that reference shows a curve very sfilar Am

trend to the coefficients of the above table but with values about 20%

higher and with the minium shifted to a somewhat higher frequency. The

effect of these differences on the ship response are expected to be small.

Th factor (I l. 2 k)/2 will thenbe appliedto al term=of

Equation (22) after the first displacement force term. In the earlier

paper, kh was estimated for the shi as a whole and it was applied

only to the integrated virtual mass and inertia effects di x z-y

I- -- 4- +1,.

ting forces. Subsequntly, it was found necessary to apply the k4

correction to each section for the calculation of bending mnts ad

highly advisable to adopt this more accurate procedure for the motion

calculations. This omission has therefore been corrected in the pre-

sent paper.

Since the modified *Smith Effect' terms are connected with virtual

masses and since the effect of section shq>e is defined by the coeffi-

cient ks, the factor r in this case is interpreted as a measure of.

sectional area, i. e. r ½ 2/X (23)



wbere S is sectional area beelaw the load waterline, and tberefore

d r 1 d S (21L)
df 2 -S dg

With the substitations indicated above, tb distzl-outIon of verti-

cal eaving foroes due to the action of waves on a shi. ar a particzlar

insta4tazmous positio of the ship on the wave (t - 0) is expressead W.

d• " g h B (KI si 2T 2 x * K2 c s (25)

where and r2 a om no--dimsez-nal moefficients:

I1 " k2P. 12 ( ý 4(

Tbem coefficient*; depend an the sect LLmaI shave are.,o the war.e

length and also, bewase of the presemce of the coefficient ko tho

of the s hip given bý, Sqtat i. on (25) c an be use di ec in th oa~ ata tion

of the bendime nm~ents exerted an a ship by waves,

For am- analysis of ship motions the force distribut~m must be

integrated to provide the total heaving force F and the total pitch-

:ýng _---=at R:

Fd x (26)
d
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and

J I !US) d x (27)3dx n d

where the limits of integration a and b are the values of x at

the stern and the bow, respectively. The second term of Equation (27)

results from the consideration that the water pressure acts normal to

the body surface; in the case of a body of varying circular section

the moment arm is ( + r tan P) and, by the use of the relationships

(23) %id (24), for a normal ship form the moment arm may be assumed to

be (g + d S/n dg ). Equations (25), (26) and (27) r;place Equations

(33) and (34) of the earlier paper.

The integrals of (261 and (27) can be evaluated readily by

Simpson's rule. By changing the ship's position relative to the wave

the maximum values or amplitudes of the exciting force and moment can

be found as well as thg phase lags 0 and "T . Calculations of these

amplitudes, F and M , were made for a 5-ft-long model of the Series
0 0

611, 0,60 block coefficient hull (ETT Model No. 1445) in waves of ship

length (X/L - 1) and wave height of 1.5 in., for comparicon with the

experimental data described in Appendix 2 of the 1955 papor. A very

good agreement between calculated and experimental values was obtained

except at zero and very low forward speeds (see Fig. 15). It has been

observed in recent yvaars that at such speeds there is often interference
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from the wav• reflected by the walls of the towing tank, while at

greater speeds this interference is no longer encountered and the

experimental data beccrm more reliable.

Forces Due to Body Motions

The pressure in the fluid due to the body's own notion is, from

Equations (11) mad (13),

NZm r 2 2 v r iS-• • -- • -•coscý - C 0 8%s

- r cos 2 v i cosa (28)

at the body surface where R = r. The distribution of vertical forces is

obtained by substituting (28) in (1O):

(d F). P2 4 T tool

The apparent vertical velocity v of the center of the circular

section, given by Equation (8), consists of three parts

v- + -v ,

where the first is the heaving velocity, the second is the vertical

velocity due to the angilar velo-ity of pitching and the third is the

vertical velocity due to the instatancous angle of trim 9 at the

contral planes. Since • is a function of tio and -V,

G-,-2 V ..(0

After substituting (8), (21), and (30) in Equation (29), the following
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set of six terms is obtaineds

(dr)[ • r2] , ................................ (1)

................................. (

Sr t . . .. ...(2 )+ 2k rt 2 ........................... (3(.)

+ itE r tan P V} t.................() (
+ 2it r tan VV9j; ............... (5)

n[ir V2 t-an 9..... (6)

Equation (31) replaces Equation (39) of the 1955 paper. Termas ()

and (2) are identical with (3) and (6) of Equations (39) and term (3) is

the s=• of the earlier (1) and (5) with the sign of the latter cn e

erms (4), (5) and (6) are twice term (h), (7) and (2) respectively of

the earlier Equation (39), which were incorrect because substitution of

R - r had been made before differentiation with respect to time.

The factor (• i r 2 /2) in the first three terms of (31) is evidently

the virtual mass ol an element of body length, and by introducing k. and

kc1 on the basis of the reasoning outlined in connection with exciting

forces, it can be expressed as ( S k2 k). The factor (ý X r tan •)

in the last three terms is the derivative with respect to S of

ut r 2/2) and so it can be expressed as d(? S k2 l4 \)/ dg . The total
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force due to the body's own notion is then

F z

(32)

+ v i d g 0

aad the noment is

+ V• +B (V ÷ - ) dtdSS S

where the integration is carried over the length of the hull.

Since Fba and Mba are functions of z and Q rad vwir a •w'--

tives, the terms of Equations (32) and (33) may be trasposed to the

left-hand side of the coupled equations of notion. Their contribu-

tions to the coefficients of these equations are designated by the

subscript 1. Thus
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E2P, S k21c,) dý pjkd (S 4,1cý,) I V9

and (35)

[ Jd(S k2 k ] V i

For the case of a half-immersed spheroid under the condition of a

free water surface but neglecting wave-making, Havelock gives the dyna-

mic coupling terms as

- pM V 6 for the heaving force

and + q M V i for the pitching moment,

where M is the mass of displaced water. In general p , q, and each

is given by a fairly complicated expression in terms of ellipsoidal

coordinates and associated Legendre functions of the second kind. For

a long spheroid Havelock finds that - = - (1 + .)/2, or .515 for a

length-diameter ratio of 8 which is the fineness ratio of the usual ship

form. (Harkind (1946) had found that p - q for a thin or "Michellw

ship symmetrical fore-and-aft)

For a prolate spheroid S is a function of g alone and

S d -- dS M/e.

L L
Therefore expression (35) of the present development becomes

SM- V

and
+ • M V i, where the bar indicates the value for the entire

body. I
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Thus p - q -k 2  . For a circular•section k = 1 d, at the

oscillating frequency in the vicinity of synchronism for most ship forms,

k4 is of the order oZ O,,. It appears from the application to the

models in this paper that t•i damping in heave is reduced and in pitch

is increased by the addition of the dynamic coupling terms.

Dissipati-e Damping

It was mentioned previously that the free water surface was not

taken into account in the basic derivation of the presett paper and that

a correction for it must be introduced independently. The effect of the

free sv-rf,ce on the virtual mass has been allowed for approxizzel by

the use of the coefficient k. derived by Ursell for a semi-cylinder

(195sh, and Discussion, Korvin-Kroukovsky, 1955b). (Grim, 1953, has

also calculated this effect for some ship-like forms but his material

is not extensive enough for general application.) The other well known

effect of the free surface is the di.sipation of energy in the formation

of waves which propagate away from the ship in all directions. In the

'strip" method of analysis it is assumed that waves from each length

segment d g propagate laterally. If the ratio of the amplitude of

these waves to the amplitude of the heaving motion of a ship section is

designated by A , the dampii-4 force per unit vertical velocity v of

the ship, segment is expressed as (Holstein 1936, 1937a, 1937b, and
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The computed coefficients are based on the "strip" method of

analysis which assumes two-dimensional fluid flow, while Golovato's and

Haskind's and Riman's tests were made with ship models, i.e. in three-

dimensional flow. The relation of damping in three-dimensional flow to

damping in two-dimensional flow can be estimated on the basis of the

work of Havelock (1956) and of Vossers (1956). Havelock calculated the

damping coefficient by two methods, three-dimensional and "strip", for

a submerged spheroid with length-beam ratio of 8, a fair value for com-

parison with ship models. Vossers made similar computations from

Haskind's theoretical results (1946) for a "thin ship" in the sense

of the approximations introduced by Michell (1396) in hs th-ory cf

ý0 ýC4+ n--. ,4 T6 __1 4. o*- __ -'- "-~- '-A . 1-,-- 4-

Figs. 16, 17 as ratios of the coefficients of damping in heave or

pitch by the two methods. 1 0  It should be remembered that accurate

evaluation of damping is most important in the vicinity of synchro-

nism The valnes of the frequency parameter u32 L/g (02 L/g in the

figures) at synchronism are given in the last two columns of Table 5

for the eight models to which the comp'tationpl method outlined here

has been applied. (Also included in Table 5 are the parameters L/B,

k2 and k' for ccmoarison with Havelock's snbmerged sphieroid )

10 The subscript S in the figure, aenotes "strip" method.
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Omitting from consideration the original trawler and yacht, the lowest

values of the parameter u 2 L/g are 10.4 in heive for the T-2 tanker

and 11.7 in pitch for the Series 60 hull, while for the models with dis-

placement-length ratio of 60 W12 L/g is above 17,.6. At these valuzo

Figs. 16 and 17 indicate negligible corrections for damping in heave

and small corrections for dauping in pitch (0 to 15% based on Havelock' s ¶
computations and 10 to 20% from Vossers'). Since the corrections for

three-dimensional effect are negligible or small and since they have not

yet been developed for ships of normal form, they will be ignored in the

present work; tC1c damping will be taken as computed for two-dimensional

flow by Grim. It is gratif7ing nevertheless to h=ve measuxre of possible

error such as Figs. 16 and 17 to replace arbitrary assumptions made in

the earlier paper as to the applicability of the "strip" method of

analysis.

The damping force for each section is

v NC z a V ej1 N ( ,(8

where N ), the damping fc-rce perlunit vertical velocity of the ship

section, is given by (36). The to damping force and moment of the

hull are then obtained by integratio over the length, thus the damoinr

force is

JN ) [+ -V a(3)
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'velopmt of tý* .-pot~ent'ial 4t.eor- i cor-rect-ar-s for free ufc

effect-v, are coti-rd with the imrtlal and rest..ri fa-rces acd nirt.n-

the c-,ýeffficiemt~s of th~eato. :f =,:iz z"=
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force and moment equations respectively, depend only on the changes in

the displacement of the ship. With the linearizing assumption these are

eveluated on the basis of the beam of a section* ' and C, the coeffi-

cients of the angular displacement 9 . depend on displacement changes

and also on the kinematics of the fluid flow resulting from the ship

being at an instantaneous angle of trim.

It is seen that the damping force coefficient b in heave is a

function of frequency of encounter cZe but is independent of forward

speed V per se. T.is appears to be confirmed by the experimental

work of Gclovato (1956). However, the damping moment coefficient B

in pitch and the cross-coupling -.-fficients e and E are composed of

dynamic terms proportional to V and dissipative terms independent of

V (except as the frequency of encounter ce is a function of V).

While the dynamic terms contribute ouly a little to B, they make very

important contributions to the cross-c:oupling coefficients.
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MODEL PROPERTIES

Model Numbers

1445 1616 1444 1723 1699A 1699B 1699C 1699D

Length BP, ft. 5.00 5.00 4.79 5.71 4.17 - 5.55 -

Load WL, ft. .- - - 4.1 3.94 -

Rated UdL , ft. - - - - 4.28 4.28 5.71 5.71

Beam., ft. 0.667 0.667 0.65 0.608 0.74 1.22 0.555 0.709

Draft, ft. 0.267 0.267 0.290 0.208 0.330 0.690 0.255 0.417

Displacement(FW), lb. 33.3 33.3 41.0 24.5 33-3 50.8 24.5 24-.5

Block Coefficient 0.60 0.60 O.74 0.55 0.51 0.23 0. 51 O23

A/(.OIL)3 122 122 171 60 204 370 60 60

Radius of Gyration
in air, ft. 1.27 1.27 1.15 1.37 1.07 1.07 1.37 1.37

Natural pi ÷.-hine 'lp__ver1-
afloat in c aim water) sec. 0.? o.65 0.70 0.59 0.74 0.81 0.59 o.63

Natural Heaving Period,
afloat in calm wiater, sec. 0.70 0.70 0.75 0.61 0.73 0.78 0.61 0.60

*By Cruising Club Rules Rated LWL - 0.3 IWL + 0.7 (IW o where L is the load WL

length and L .O4 is the length on the WL at a draft of .0O4 x load draft.

I

1

I

I
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VALUES OF COKI ICIM',m AND EXCI7IG FORCXS OF

EQUATIONS OF FOTIK IN HRAVING AND PITCHING |
FOR ETT MOML NO. Ii45 in WAVE LMGTHi - S= LENGM

Values of parwwters obtained at model speed (in fps) of

SymbOls 0 1.25 2.25 1-25 4.00

a) 6.36 7.93 9.19 10.1±5 42

1.87 1.76 1.74 1 7 1 7

A 2.40 2.28 2.23 2.22 2.;2

b 5.6 4.7 3.9 3.0 2.3

B 7.7 6.8 6.2 5.2 L I
c lh7
C 186 1

0

C-+ C 0 2 i- -5

c 186 138 137 185 183 i

d - D -. 05 -. 05 -. 05 -. 05 -. 06

e2  K2  -2.3 -2.2 -2.1 -2.0 -1.3

el -- El 0 -. 9 -1.6 -2-4 -301

E -2.3 -1.3 -10.5 O.4 1.2 -

02 0 -6 -9 -10 -9 I
g -17 -23 -26 -27 -26

G 4 -17 i . ]
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8

S3.6i 3-7i 3--7i 3-6i 31Si i

Based on :jt 0 when wave crest is at station 11. ?he correction of'

13° is to be applied to phase lags to convert to u)t - C at station 10.

I

I
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Tal-ýes of .:-a--a-et rs_ obt•..-&4ned• at. mo m • fp-s) o.

• J 5 . 3 6 -. o . 1 0 •L . 2

I AB.1I.2 . ' .,:•I

Ia 5192 1.79
A 2.52 2.. .3 • .3

b 7.1 5.9 h.o
Si.!0.6 9. 7 ".6 .7

C - 227

2 0 --2

227- 226 223 22$ 2253 d D.05 .015 .015 .c C.
e2 E 2  -. 1 0 0 " 0

_- . -. 9 -1.6 -2.L -3.0

go .2

-E.1-1.3 -!3 -

g 2 0 . - U. -5 9- .6 .
iI9 5.. 22.

5. 2

-= 0.8 0. .7 0.0 0.
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Heave, inches ?-tch, degrees

0 op 2.53 t/sec. 0 speed 2.53 •It/scc I
By dixeect analysis of axe!
ntions in irregular aves . 5.2 6.

By calculation from wave spectra I
and experimntally measured res-
ponses to regular waves ., -2 3

By c.0iculation from wave spectra
and ;wialytic ally compted res-
ponses to regular waves !.l L.3 5..0 .01

Mean of 1/10 highest mlitudes
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Figs. 6 and 7: Sulbztu-r -e2 = 2 for

A I (corrected for

Transactlns of SNAK).

Fig. i Observed data on pnase relatlz n-

shins oaittd for Hodel 1616,

V i. =.O, i2 be showtn in

SN•~~ Trans a'tions.
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Fig. 4 Model 1699A (Trawler)

F;9.5 Model 169 9B (yachv)
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00 Circular Frequmncy, w-'e 23 CUrculot Reqency, Lje

190 .......... X/L= 1.5 220 5

410 L T-' 210J
__ ILT

20 - ]___ ____

00 3 4I 2 3 4
Forward Speed, V, FtJSec. Forward Speed, V, F_/Ssc

FIG. 6 Coitrated Coefficients FIG. 7 Computetl Coeffici~nt.,
fox. E.T.T, Model 3-445 for ELT. Model 1616
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Doue Arroitudes I hose Lo is -4ote AmpWtuoes Phaos Lags- M o de l 1 4 4 ,5 A A.0/~ 0 - . o e 4 4 5 , X /7 1 -1 .0 - - O (14 d l1 4 4 5 , k / . 45&-t d, e l 14 4 5 , X / V. -1. 5 0 r-

300 -30AJ

! a

Doue A mpltudes J f P-Fase.TT n•s[!: Los -6! PnhaseLos

SIbb.O and-- Modelu .Leths by 125 n. Hgh05c 0c

4 ------ 500
1 'M odek 1444,X L. " > -L4 Mode 1444.6 X'ý-. -- I

. . • -- I 4 !b X / L .• . I .o*

"_4" ) I2 E jI ; o
Model 1Seed, FtiecPh

FIG, 9 Motions of 4.S-Ft. E.T.T. Model Sp!4 in Waves L.8 ft. Long
by 1.2 in. Hgghh*

pitch) and curves show calculated motio:ais. Zero phase lag corresponds

to~ maximwna pitch or heave with wave nod~3. point at midsection. (InFig. S triangles are D.T.M.B. data, squares M.I.T. and exes U.of Cal.)
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LDouble Arrnitud es Phase L Dole Amplitudes Phase Log ,j

C 0Ch Pich' 0i~~~~ r-' ....0 00050

, Dube mpitues PhseLo DoubW A1TrIitude Phase Logs
-Model G723 XIL-125- -Modl3I X/L125ý -Moel 17a,_2_,X/L - -Mde 17n3X/L-ZO

LI.LT 2 •. -0- , °°

Model Speed,F 'N./Sec. Model Speed, Ft/Sea

7

SfiII. Iu Mot -ions oi 5. -F T. E. T. I. S~o c xiz J-2 3 In -Waves o l i.0o 1 25

1.5, and 2.0 Model Lengths by l.h3 in. High.*

*Circles indicat+ E.T.T. experimental data (open for heave, solid for
pitch) and curves show calculated motions. Zero phase lag corresponds
to maxim= pitch or heave with wave nodal point at midsection.



Do~e A~~itudeS Phase Lags 5OO1n ~

0 00

O~~.t~~~e AirmIdil--udesLo
Model S9& >1. IMde ModelA *SrL hVcK2 -.

- ~ ~ J 'I- _0g ,6~~A2- Iod ; I I45

0 - 2 3 4 F 2 3 4ý? 60 24 68 246 8
Model Speed. Ft./Sec. Moe Spft Ft'Sec.

FIG 11motions of 4.3-Ft. B.T*T,. Miodel 1699A ia~d 5*7-Fto E.T.T.
FIG. !odel 1699C, in Waves of 1.0 and 1.25 Model Lengths.,

J&8 Mo TlLriwth hi Raiaht

[ThoAdeS1 50- F-ag ýrrue -Phs7 r

2300g~ -- 30

1 0

I obeAmplihedes Phase Logs 5001 Dcmkie Arrpietudes PO Lags
H -Mode~ 169 0,11 Vt 42 !r' Model 1699 5 B.x/LaMo; '9D12ý'5eIj99 l /L I 5

~i o-j Heav

Model Speed, Ft/Sec. Mod$ Speed, FI/Se& I

FIG* 12 Motions of 4.3-?t. E.T.'r. Model 1699B and 5.7-F-1- B.7,?,.
Xodel 1-69910, in it-mwas of 1.0 am-1 1.25 ',Kod1 Lengths,
1148 Model Length in 1Feight.*

*For note on symbols see precedizng page.
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FIG. 13 Moetion Spectra Predicted b7 Three Ditleruit "Ieth~od forSDestroyer Model 1723
i ) By dLzct analysis of notions in irregular ves (solid lines).

2) By ca:lcuY .+ton from wave spectra andl e.Rpriment~aly measredSresponses -egular wves (dash lines).
3) By cale-ulati. on wave spectra an anal.ytic ally co~mpted

Sresponses to regular wavesIi I
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FIG. 15 Coaparison of Coup ted and ExPerimentally Measvrv4d E~xctirg
Force and oment, Amplitudet for E&T.T. Model iIa5 in Waves
5 Ft. by 1.5 in.
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I FIG. 16 Ratios of Three-Dimensional to TwoDixension.1 Calculations

of Damping Coefficients for Submerged Spheroid of L/B 8.i (Fig. 1 of Havelock, 1956)
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FIG. 17 Ratios of Three-Dimensional to Two-Dimensional Calculatiors
of Damping Coefficients for Thin "Michell" Ship of B/H 2.
(Fig. 2 of Vossers, 1956)
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